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ABSTRACT
We consider the effect of a polar, hydrogen bond accepting, solvent environment on the excited state decay of catechol following excitation to
its first excited singlet state (S1). A comparison of Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy and explicit-solvent ab initio frequency prediction
suggests that 5 mM catechol in acetonitrile is both nonaggregated and in its “closed” conformation, contrary to what has been previously
proposed. Using ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy, we then demonstrate the effects of aggregation on the photoexcited S1 lifetime:
at 5 mM catechol (nonaggregated) in acetonitrile, the S1 lifetime is 713 ps. In contrast at 75 mM catechol in acetonitrile, the S1 lifetime
increases to 1700 ps. We attribute this difference to aggregation effects on the excited-state landscape. This work has shown that explicit-
solvent methodology is key when calculating the vibrational frequencies of molecules in a strongly interacting solvent. Combining this with
highly complementary steady-state and transient absorption spectroscopy enables us to gain key dynamical insights into how a prominent
eumelanin building block behaves when in polar, hydrogen bond accepting solvents both as a monomer and as an aggregated species.

© 2019 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5116312., s

I. INTRODUCTION

The Sun can be approximated as a classical black-body radiator,
emitting a broad range of light centered in the visible region of the
electromagnetic spectrum (400–800 nm). Although the bulk of the
radiation reaching the Earth’s surface is within this visible region,
approximately 6% is in the form of ultraviolet (UV) radiation.1

Without photoprotection from UV radiation, many
biomolecules essential for life, such as nucleobases in DNA, would
be quickly degraded, leading to extensive mutagenesis and other
unwanted effects.2 Melanin is a class of pigment found in humans,
providing a pertinent example of how nature seeks to mitigate these
effects, with eumelanin being the most prominent.3–6 Although
the exact structure of eumelanin is not entirely clear, it is known
to be a heterogeneous macromolecule comprising multiple sub-
units including dihydroxyindole (DHI) and dihydroxyindole-2-
carboxylic acid (DHICA), shown in Fig. 1.7–10 Eumelanin has many
other functions attributed to it aside from photoprotection. Some
of these include thermal-regulation, cation chelation, antibiotic

properties, and acting as a free-radical sink.2,11–13 Intermolecular
hydrogen bonding has previously been shown to be an important
factor in the photoprotection of eumelanin, both through stabiliza-
tion of photoproducts and through direct interaction.14,15

It had previously been shown that catechol has a key role in
the photoprotection provided by eumelanin.16 To study the pho-
toprotective properties of eumelanin, a bottom-up approach was
employed by Horbury et al., using 4-tert-butylcatechol (4-TBC), an
analog of catechol with greater solubility in cyclohexane (a property
that was useful for this work).17 Transient Electronic (UV/visible)
Absorption Spectroscopy (TEAS) was used in conjunction with
time-resolved velocity ion map imaging to determine the lifetime of
excited states of 4-TBC after excitation with UV radiation at 267 nm,
in both the gas- and condensed-phase. Horbury et al. found that the
first excited singlet state (S1, 1ππ∗) decayed via multiple pathways,
depending on which solvent 4-TBC was present in, inferred through
two features in the transient absorption spectrum (TAS). First, it
appears that the 4-tert-butylcatechoxyl radical (4-TBC.) is forming.
This is evidenced by an absorption feature at 390 nm, notably similar
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FIG. 1. Shown is (left) catechol, (center) dihydroxyindole (DHI), and (right)
dihydroxyindole-2-carboxylic acid (DHICA). Catechol is a key component of dif-
ferent building blocks of eumelanin found in the human body. Blue highlighted
catechol units show how it constitutes a key component of DHI and DHICA,
important subunits of eumelanin.

to where the catechoxyl radical was observed in liquid paraffin pre-
viously (382 nm).18,19 Second, intersystem crossing is taking place,
evidenced through the broad TAS which sees a maximum at less
than 350 nm and sloped across the entire probe window, a signifier
of a triplet state.20

The lifetime of 4-TBC photoexcited to S1 was observed to be
significantly longer when dissolved in the polar solvent acetonitrile
compared to when dissolved in nonpolar cyclohexane and measure-
ments in the gas-phase. In acetonitrile, it was suggested that internal
conversion (IC), fluorescence, and intersystem crossing were occur-
ring, owing to evidence of similar processes happening in analogous
systems, namely, phenol and guaiacol.19,21,22 A kinetic isotope study
involving the deuterated form of 4-TBC (4-TBC-d2) found a four-
fold increase in the lifetime of S1 in cyclohexane. This suggests that
the homolytic cleavage of the O–H bond is a barriered process.23

The increase in the excited state lifetime in a polar solvent and the
observation of a kinetic isotope effect led Horbury et al. to plau-
sibly suggest that there are conformational differences in the OH
groups within different solvent environments. These were defined
as either closed or open conformation, and shown in Fig. 2, with
the nonpolar solvent, cyclohexane, favoring the closed conforma-
tion. In contrast, in the polar solvent acetonitrile, 4-TBC favors the

FIG. 2. Open and closed conformers of 4-tert-butylcatechol (4-TBC).

open conformation with two intermolecular hydrogen bonds to the
solvent.

This assertion has previously been evidenced by Navarrete et al.
who showed, through Raman spectroscopy, that catechol adopts the
open conformer in water, acetone, and ethanol and the closed con-
former in ether, chloroform, and benzene.24 They went on to note
that, as the previous three solvents were all highly polar and the lat-
ter three were significantly less polar, high solvent polarity leads to
an open structure. Further to this, Varfolomeev et al. also proposed
the breaking of the intramolecular hydrogen bond, this time in basic,
hydrogen bond accepting solvents.25 It was suggested that, ordi-
narily, the intramolecular hydrogen bond of catechol would have a
cooperative effect on the vibrational modes of the intermolecularly
bonded O–H. However, in basic, hydrogen-bond accepting solvents,
this effect was no longer observed; therefore, the intramolecular
hydrogen bond was likely being broken. The structure proposed by
Varfolomeev et al. following this cleavage was not, however, an open
structure.

Time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) calcula-
tions of the energy of each conformation of the S1 state showed that
while in the open conformation, 4-TBC remained planar, whereas
the closed conformation buckled. Horbury et al. suggested that a
reduction in the tunneling barrier to O–H dissociation for the buck-
led closed conformation relative to the planar open conformation
significantly reduced the excited state lifetime.

In 2019, Grieco et al. built on these results, studying both
the steady-state and ultrafast dynamics of varying concentrations
of 4-TBC in cyclohexane.26 In both UV-Vis and Fourier trans-
form infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), increasing the concentration of
4-TBC in cyclohexane led to loss of fine structure and the increas-
ing intensity of broad peaks in the steady-state spectra. This was
attributed to the formation of aggregates within 75 mM 4-TBC in
cyclohexane that were not present at 5 mM. This behavior is similar
to that previously observed in phenol.27–29

The effect on the lifetime of the S1 state of 4-TBC caused
by aggregation was studied through TEAS. The results for 5 mM
4-TBC in cyclohexane were in broad agreement with that observed
by Horbury et al. for 35 mM, with slight differences being attributed
to the amount of aggregation that will have already taken place
at 35 mM as opposed to 5 mM.17 The lifetime of the S1 state
was determined to be 12 ps, predominantly decaying through the
O–H dissociation pathway previously suggested. At 75 mM, how-
ever, the S1 state decayed over a lifetime in the region of
150–200 ps. In this case, the O–H dissociation pathway having
been significantly retarded was in competition with other relax-
ation pathways. Notably, the front-runner pathway was IC to the
ground state (S0), likely mediated through a conical intersection.
Grieco et al. proposed that the lifetime of the O–H dissociation in
this system is 190 ps and the lifetime of IC is 154 ps.26 Owing to
the similarity of these time scales, it is likely that both effects are in
competition.

In the present work, we investigate the concentration depen-
dent steady-state and time-resolved spectroscopy of catechol in
acetonitrile. We use catechol (instead of 4-TBC) as no solubil-
ity issues are present in acetonitrile (which inspired the previous
studies discussed supra), while concurrently it is a closer analog
to DHI and DHICA. Furthermore, the smaller size of catechol,
compared to 4-TBC, reduces the cost of computational modeling.
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Our evidence strongly suggests that the primary controlling fac-
tor as to how quickly the S1 of catechol decays is determined by
the nature of the solvent environment, both through its affinity to
hydrogen bond and polarity. We suggest that different hydrogen
bonding environments hinder the loss of hydrogen (through O–H
dissociation), both through solvent-solute interactions and through
solute-solute aggregation. We also observe that polarity likely affects
barrier height for both O–H dissociation and IC. Furthermore,
through comparison with theoretical predictions of vibrational fre-
quencies, we show that the monomer of catechol in acetonitrile
must exist in the closed form, contrary to what has previously been
proposed.17,24

II. METHODOLOGY
A. Experimental methodology

In order to carry out FTIR spectroscopy, catechol (Agros
Organics, >99%) was dissolved in anhydrous acetonitrile (Sigma-
Aldrich, 98%, 5 mM) under a nitrogen environment. The masking
effect of water on the vibrational modes associated with the OH
groups of catechol necessitated efforts to keep the solution dry. The
solution was placed inside a sealed cell with pathlength 500 μm, itself
located in a Bruker Vertex 70V IR spectrometer. FTIR spectroscopy
was conducted with energy ranging from 500 cm−1 to 4000 cm−1

with a resolution of 1 cm−1. The same methodology was followed
for TEAS experiments using acetonitrile (FISCHER SCIENTIFIC,
99.8% HPLC grade); as anhydrous conditions were not essential, the
nitrogen environment was also no longer necessary.

The TEAS setup was the same as used in previous studies.22,30,31

In brief, the sample was circulated through a flow-through cell
(Demountable Liquid Cell by Harrick Scientific Products, Inc.), the
position of which was varied with translation stages to minimize sur-
face aggregation. A 1 mJ/pulse 800 nm laser beam is split into two
laser beams with a power ratio of 0.95:0.05. The more powerful beam
was used to generate the 267 nm pump pulse through second and
then third harmonic generation using two β-barium borate crystals.
The remaining weaker beam was used to generate the broadband
probe pulse by focusing the 800 nm incident light onto a CaF2 win-
dow of 2 mm thickness. This window was translated vertically in
order to minimize damage. The white-light probe spanned a spec-
tral region 350–675 nm. The path lengths in the flow-through cell
used for 5 mM and 75 mM solutions were, respectively, 500 μm
and 56 μm. The fluence of the pump beam was ≈1–2 mJ cm−2,
and the absorption at both concentrations was ≈0.4 OD (where OD
denotes optical density). The pump-probe time delay (Δt) was var-
ied by altering the optical pathlength of the probe (prior to white-
light generation). The instrument response function of the TEAS
measurements was retrieved by fitting Gaussians to the time-zero
artifacts present in pure acetonitrile and taking the full width half-
maximum. These returned values of ≈80 fs; a representative data-set
is shown in Fig. 1 in the supplementary material. When studying
the 75 mM solution, an aggregate was observed to form on the win-
dow of the flow-through cell as the scan progressed; scans typically
take 1–2 h to acquire TAS datasets (from which we obtain our tran-
sients discussed infra). This was evidenced by the drastically altered
dynamics of the system, shortening the lifetimes extracted from our
transients.

TAS in 75 mM were therefore obtained by randomly distribut-
ing all required pump-probe time-delays across six shorter scans
(20 mins each), with the sample cell dismantled and cleaned when-
ever aggregate was observed through its excited state dynamics.
The mΔOD signal from each of these data sets was normalized
with pump power through matching of consecutive intensities, and
the resulting TAS data were recorded as a combination of these,
as depicted in Fig. 5. Confidence in this methodology is assured
due to the similarity of the lifetime observed with previous liter-
ature.17 While this was not necessary in the case of the 5 mM
solution, we reduced the number of time points in order to com-
pletely remove any risk of surface aggregation. Owing to this, no
data were acquired (in 5 mM samples) beyond 1.25 ns as the life-
time of this species seemed significantly shorter than this. In Fig. 5,
we extrapolate these data to 2 ns for comparison with the 75 mM
scan.

B. Computational methodology
We calculate predicted vibrational frequencies of catechol in

the context of various implicitly and explicitly represented acetoni-
trile solvent environments. DFT calculations were used to optimize
the proposed structures of isolated models of both the open and the
closed conformers of catechol, using the NWChem package.32 We
employed the cc-pVTZ basis set and the PBE functional for ini-
tial geometry optimizations.33,34 These calculations were performed
in an implicit solvent using the COSMO solvent model for ace-
tonitrile.35–37 The closed conformer was confirmed to be the over-
all ground state. For the open form, the dihedral angles of both
C–C–O–H linkages were locked in order to ensure that the open
structure was maintained. Following this, the open structure was
optimized without constraints to confirm that it had relaxed to a
local minimum.

To map out the ground state energy surface between these
minima, we then perform constrained geometry optimizations at
a range of fixed dihedral angles. Results are shown in Fig. 2 of the
supplementary material at the PBE/6-31G∗ level of theory and con-
firm that the two minima suggested by Horbury et al. previously
are the only local minima with respect to the O–H dihedral bond
angle.

Further to this, each of the minimum energy geometries under-
went further optimization and frequency prediction with an implicit
solvent model at the PBE0/cc-pVTZ level of theory; this result is
shown in Fig. 3 of the supplementary material. Owing to the evident
inaccuracy of this calculation, both in regard to absolute energy and
energy differences between bands, it was determined that explicit
solvent effects needed to be accounted for to construct an accu-
rate model. Results for these more accurate models can be seen in
Fig. 3 and in Fig. 4 in the supplementary material and are discussed
infra.

Candidate structures for catechol in the open and closed con-
formers were optimized with two explicit acetonitrile molecules
added. These structures are shown in Fig. 5 of the supplementary
material. The lowest energy structure resulting from each of these
candidates was further refined with geometry optimization and fre-
quency prediction at the PBE0/cc-pVTZ level of theory. Common
practice in comparing calculated vibrational frequencies to exper-
iment involves rescaling all computational frequencies by a factor
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close to 1 so that a calculated reference peak exactly matches the cor-
responding experimental result (an approach also applied for this
system previously26). Scaling factors were determined for the open
and closed conformers to be 0.966 and 0.975, respectively, for the
PBE0/cc-pVTZ level of theory.

To verify that the optimized structures obtained are repre-
sentative of realistic hydrogen-bonding interactions in this pairing
of solvent and solute, we also generate several models containing
explicit-solvent shells for the two structures. We apply a similar
method to that previously used for explicit-solvent calculations for
optical absorption spectra.38,39 First, a classical molecular dynamics
calculation is performed using the AMBER package.40 For a given
structure, the solute model was immersed in a 20 Å cube of explicit
acetonitrile. For the open form, a dihedral angle restraint was applied
to both C–C–O–H dihedral angles to ensure that the model could
not flip between the open and closed conformers. The system was
heated over 20 ps in the NVT ensemble wherein the temperature is
raised from 0 to 300 K using the Langevin thermostat with a col-
lision frequency of 2 ps−1. This collision frequency is used for all
further calculations. Following this, a 400 ps pressure equilibration
is utilized in the PVT ensemble with the pressure fixed at 1 atm.
Next, the system was equilibrated at a constant temperature of 300 K
for 100 ps. Finally, snapshot generation proceeds via a further NVT
ensemble run, this time with a fixed temperature of 300 K for 800 ps.
200 snapshots are taken by saving a configuration every 4 ps, with the
intention being that the resulting snapshots are statistically uncorre-
lated in terms of the immediate solvent-solute environment. Three
of these snapshots for each of the two systems were used for the fol-
lowing vibrational frequency calculations, with the full periodic box
cut down to a cluster wherein any solvent molecule further away
than 3 Å from the solute was removed. This results in models of size
56–74 atoms.

For each of these clusters, further geometry optimization and
frequency calculations were performed, this time with the PBE/cc-
pVDZ level of theory. This lower level of theory was used due to
the increased computational effort associated with the larger models.
A scaling factor was added to both the results for the open and
closed form, 1.058 and 1.062, respectively; these results are shown
in Fig. 4 of the supplementary material. For reference, the scaling
factors associated with the models used above containing just two
solvent molecules, were, at the same PBE/cc-pVDZ level of theory,
1.039 and 1.056 for the open and closed species, respectively, indicat-
ing a degree of consistency between the vibrational frequencies of the
small and large models. It is worth noting that the calculations con-
ducted with the PBE functional appear to underestimate the energy
of the vibrational modes, whereas those conducted with the PBE0
functional appear to overestimate energy of the vibrational modes,
in line with previous findings.41

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Examining the structure of monomeric catechol
through theoretical frequency prediction

In previous work from our group, it was proposed that 4-TBC
existed in two conformers in different solvent environments.17

In nonpolar environments and the gas-phase, 4-TBC contains
an intramolecular hydrogen bond. This structure is referred to,

herein, as the closed conformer (Fig. 2). In polar solvents, the
intramolecular hydrogen bond is broken, with the resulting struc-
ture referred to as an open conformer (Fig. 2). We investigated
this dichotomy through a comparison of predicted vibrational fre-
quencies in explicitly modeled solvent with experimental FTIR data;
see Fig. 3.

In the O–H stretch region (3250–3600 cm−1) of the experi-
mental FTIR data of catechol in acetonitrile (5 mM), there are two
bands with significant splitting, around 128 cm−1. We attribute this
splitting to the inhomogeneity between intramolecularly hydrogen
bonded environments and the intermolecularly hydrogen bonded
environments. As the open conformer does not have an intramolec-
ular hydrogen bond, it is likely that the structure observed in
acetonitrile is the closed conformer. This is further confirmed using
of explicit-solvent frequency prediction with DFT. When predict-
ing frequencies of the closed conformer, after applying the scaling
factors discussed in Sec. II B, the results match the experimental
data well. There are two bands predicted in the region of interest
(red vertical lines) with an average splitting of 120 cm−1, similar
to the splitting observed experimentally (cf. 128 cm−1). In this, the
lower energy vibrational mode is associated with the intermolecu-
larly bonded O–H stretch and the (weaker) higher energy vibra-
tional mode is associated with the intramolecularly bonded O–H
stretch; Table 1 in the supplementary material depicts these vibra-
tional modes. This is in contrast to the predicted frequencies of the
open form, which do not match the experimental result nearly as
well. There are still two bands predicted in the region of interest
although they are of a very similar energy with an average splitting
of 7 cm−1 (blue vertical lines), with the predicted relative intensity of
the secondary band being significantly weaker. The larger intensity
band is associated with the asymmetric stretch of the O–H bonds
with the weaker band being associated with the symmetric stretch;
as before, Table 1 in the supplementary material depicts these vibra-
tional modes. Given this, we re-evaluate previous findings and

FIG. 3. A comparison between the experimental FTIR spectrum of catechol at
5 mM in acetonitrile (solid black line) and theoretical predictions of vibrational fre-
quencies of catechol complexed with explicit acetonitrile solvent (vertical lines).
The red lines are the predicted frequencies of the closed conformer, and the
blue lines are the predicted frequencies of the open conformer. Where the red
and blue lines lie on top of one another, the line is dashed red and blue. The
experimental FTIR spectrum has been deconvolved into two Gaussian functions
(shown through dashed black lines) after correcting for a small broad band asso-
ciated with water absorption. This deconvolution serves to show the similarities
between theoretical and experimental results. Calculated lines were shifted to align
with the lower energy excitation (see text for details). Note: sf denotes scaling
factor.
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propose that the closed conformer of catechol (and 4-TBC) is the
more likely candidate in acetonitrile.

When considering the effect of explicit solvent, it is important
to use sufficient solvent molecules to accurately describe nonelec-
trostatic effects. Unfortunately, DFT is problematically expensive
for hybrid functionals such as PBE0 with a large number of atoms.
Because of this, more expensive calculations (PBE0/cc-pVTZ) were
conducted on a system with just two solvent molecules. Calcula-
tions with a full shell of solvent molecules (3 Å radii) were con-
ducted using a less expensive level of theory (PBE/cc-PVDZ) on
three snapshots generated with molecular dynamics simulations.
Further details can be found in Sec. II B and the supplementary
material. As can be seen in Fig. 4 of the supplementary material,
when using a full solvent shell, similar results are obtained to the
more expensive calculations. In this case, this returns scaling factors
of 1.062 and 1.058 for the closed and open conformers, respectively.
This set of calculations predicted a splitting of 125 cm−1. A caveat
is warranted here: This result was obtained with only three snap-
shots and hence the variance in the calculated splittings was quite
large, ≈35 cm−1. This variation based on local environment is to
be expected, however, and is reflected in the broadness of the cor-
responding experimental band. Vibrational O–H stretching bands
are often broadened due to an array of local minima possible within
different solvent configurations. Additionally, homogeneous broad-
ening will also be influencing the peak widths. In order to properly
sample the full array of potential configurations, one would need to
run significantly more snapshots, at great computational cost. For
our purposes, however, three snapshots seem to be sufficient to con-
firm that the methodology described previously using two solvent
molecules gives a result in qualitative agreement to that with the full
3 Å solvent shell.

In recent work, Grieco et al. recorded a similar frequency
spectrum when studying 3,5-di-t-butylcatechol and 3,5-di-t-butyl-
o-quinone aggregates in cyclohexane.42 They observed one broader
band which they attributed to the intermolecularly hydrogen
bonded O–H (referred to as bond “D”) and one sharp band which
they attributed to the intramolecularly hydrogen bonded O–H
(referred to as bond “b”). The band we attribute to “D” (in the
present work) was observed in acetonitrile at a similar frequency to
that observed by Grieco et al., albeit slightly shifted (at 3391 cm−1

as opposed to ≈3450 cm−1 observed previously), this is likely due
to electrostatic effects. The band we attribute to “b” is broadened
in acetonitrile (cf. sharp in cyclohexane); we plausibly suggest that
this is due to a bifurcated hydrogen bond, similar to that shown
in Fig. 6 in the supplementary material, which does not occur in
cyclohexane.

We note that based on these results, it is unlikely that both the
open and closed conformers are present. The splitting between the
bands of the open form would not be visible even if it was present,
given that they are only 7 cm−1 apart and have an intensity ratio of
1:15. However, we propose that there would be a significant differ-
ence in frequencies associated with the respective intermolecularly
bonded O–H stretches of the open and closed forms. This is con-
firmed by the calculations, where the predicted energies for the lower
energy band in open and closed conformers are 32 cm−1 apart. As
we only see one primary band in the experimental spectrum, the
open conformer is likely not present in a measurable quantity. This
difference is not seen in Fig. 3 as both peaks were heterogeneously

scaled and therefore are on top of one another. This difference can,
however, be seen in Table 1 in the supplementary material.

Finally, Varfolomeev et al. noted that the presence of a basic
species hydrogen bonded to catechol could weaken the internal
hydrogen bond.25 In our calculated geometries, when moving from
catechol in implicit solvent to catechol with two explicit solvent
molecules present, we observe an increase in bond-length from
2.10 Å to 2.25 Å. While 2.25 Å is still well within the expected bond
length for hydrogen bonding, it is clear that the internal hydrogen
bond is being weakened by the presence of the solvent. We do not
measure the strength of the hydrogen bonding and to what degree it
is weakened by collaborative effects from the basic acetonitrile as it
is beyond the scope of this work, although it would definitely be an
interesting avenue for future research.

We close this section noting that it has been suggested in the
literature that guaiacol (2-methoxyphenol) exhibits the same open
and closed behavior in solution as was previously suggested for
catechol.22 As guaiacol has no intermolecular hydrogen bond in the
closed form, it is unlikely it behaves analogously with catechol. The
lack of this intermolecular hydrogen bond will prevent aggregation
and solvent-solute hydrogen bonding interactions. Furthermore, the
open form of guaiacol is also likely to behave differently to that of
catechol. As there is no internal hydrogen bond, the collaborative
effects discussed by Varfolomeev et al. will not be present.25 We
therefore make no suggestion about the structure of guaiacol in polar
solution based on the present work.

B. Transient electronic absorption
spectroscopy results

The previous measurements by Horbury et al. in 4-TBC showed
that the lifetime of the S1 state in cyclohexane is significantly shorter
than that in acetonitrile. Following our discussion supra regarding
the absence of the previously predicted open conformer, we sought
an alternative explanation for this difference in lifetime. For this,
TEAS was conducted on catechol in acetonitrile at two different con-
centrations: 5 mM and 75 mM. Figure 4 shows representative TAS
at 5 mM (top) and 75 mM (bottom) at four different pump-probe
time-delays (Δt).

Two major points are worth acknowledging at this stage. First,
the absorption feature at 390 nm associated with the formation of the
catechoxyl radical is present in both cases; however, it is clearly much
weaker compared to previous work in cyclohexane.17–19 The size of
this radical feature at 75 mM is consistent with previous observations
in acetonitrile in a 35 mM solution. In 5 mM solution, however, it
appears to be even further depleted, the reason for this will be dis-
cussed shortly. Second, it can clearly be seen that catechol in 5 mM
solution decays (from the S1 state) much faster than in 75 mM solu-
tion. Owing to this, a feature which resembles a triplet state can be
more clearly evidenced at Δt = 2000 ps.17,20 This feature has a maxi-
mum at below 350 nm and appears to slope across the entire spectral
window of the probe. Interestingly, this agrees with Gauden et al.
who find this same triplet state formation in their studies of dihy-
droxyindole (Fig. 1), further verifying the validity of this bottom-up
approach.17,43

The decay of the excited state for each of these concentrations
was studied in more detail by examining transient slices across the
full set of time delays. These transients were obtained by integrating
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FIG. 4. Selected TAS at different Δt values of catechol in acetonitrile at (top) 5 mM
and (bottom) 75 mM, following photoexcitation at 267 nm. The yellow bar serves
to highlight the absorption of the catechoxyl radical species.

a 5 nm slice centered on the probe wavelength of 450 nm; these are
shown in Fig. 5. This wavelength was selected as the radical photo-
product does not absorb in this region, an approach also followed by
Horbury et al.17 To extract the dynamical information, these tran-
sients were fit with a biexponential decay function which was con-
volved with a Gaussian function to model our instrument response
function (≈80 fs). From these transients, two time-constants were
extracted, τ1 and τ2.

The time-constant τ1 was 70 ± 40 fs and 450 ± 50 fs for 5 mM
and 75 mM concentration solutions, respectively. When studying
4-TBC in acetonitrile (35 mM), Horbury et al. observed similar
time scales or τ1 of 230 ± 20 fs, which they assigned to vibrational
energy transfer as well as solvent rearrangement.17,44 Based on this,
we attribute the present τ1 to a similar relaxation pathway.

Somewhat more interesting is the time-constant τ2 extracted
from the fit. The dynamics captured by this time-constant are

FIG. 5. TAS transients of catechol at a probe wavelength of 450 nm in acetonitrile
at (blue) 5 mM and (red) 75 mM, following photoexcitation at 267 nm. Early time
delays are shown in the inset.

TABLE I. Excited state lifetimes of catechol and 4-TBC in different solvents, cyclo-
hexane (CHX) and acetonitrile (CH3CN) at different concentrations. α and β denote,
respectively, data taken from Horbury et al.17 and Grieco et al.26 in 4-TBC. Remaining
data correspond to the present work on catechol.

Concentration Lifetime in CH3CN Lifetime in CHX
(mM) (ps) (ps)

5 730 ± 30 12.15 ± 0.3β

35 1700 ± 100α 18 ± 1α

75 1700 ± 200 154 ± 2β

assigned to depletion of the excited S1 state. This will depend on the
potential for O–H dissociation and access to the S0/S1 IC pathway.
The lifetime observed for the S1 state of catechol in acetonitrile at
5 mM was 0.73 ± 0.03 ns, increasing to 1.7 ± 0.2 ns for 75 mM.
Table I collates the time-constants from the present work on cat-
echol and that of Horbury et al. and Grieco et al. on 4-TBC, in
cyclohexane and acetonitrile at different solvent concentrations.17,26

The relative amplitudes of these exponential functions are displayed
in Table 2 of the supplementary material.

When studying catechol in acetonitrile at 35 mM, Horbury
et al. observed an S1 lifetime of 1.7 ns. We observe this same life-
time at 75 mM concentration. This suggests that Horbury et al. were
likely observing the properties of aggregated 4-TBC in their previous
work;17 we add here that Grieco et al. noted that 38 mM 4-TBC in
cyclohexane is ≈50% aggregated. It was proposed that this accounts
for shorter lifetime of τ2 measured at 5 mM vs what Horbury et al.
measured at 35 mM.26

Figure 6 shows a schematic of the different decay pathways
available to the S1 state of catechol. As stated in previous work, the
primary route of S1 decay for monomeric 4-TBC in cyclohexane, and
likely catechol, is through homolytic fission of the nonintramolecu-
larly bound O–H bond and the formation of the catechoxyl radi-
cal.17,26 This is identified through the growth of an absorption fea-
ture at 390 nm.18,19 In this case, the energy barrier along the reaction

FIG. 6. A schematic to show different decay pathways for the S1 state of catechol.
The maroon arrow labeled λex denotes the pump pulse, which excites the system
into the S1 state; this is, in this case, at 267 nm. This S1 state can undergo either
IC through transition to a vibrationally hot S0 state (denoted S∗0 ) or O–H dissoci-
ation transition to yield the catechoxyl radical (CR•), mediated through transition
to the S2 state (1πσ∗). Both of these are barriered processes, both of which have
suggested barriers (labeled EIC and EOH) which govern the excited state behavior
of catechol. If barriers are sufficiently large, then two further paths become avail-
able: fluorescence and intersystem crossing; these are represented by the yellow
(labeled λfl ) and purple arrows, respectively.
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coordinate associated with O–H dissociation, which we call EOH, is
small. This O–H dissociation pathway has previously been attributed
to tunneling from the S1

1ππ∗ state to the dissociative (along
O–H) 1πσ∗ state (S2).45 Owing to the small energy barrier along this
pathway (denoted EOH in Fig. 6), the process is therefore ultrafast
(≈12 ps), outcompeting other processes.

It has been shown previously that when aggregated in
cyclohexane, the S1 state of 4-TBC decayed through two competing
mechanisms: (1) O–H dissociation (vide supra) and (2) IC medi-
ated via an S1/S0 conical intersection.26 This was seen through the
apparent reduction in the signal intensity of the catechoxyl radical
feature although this was somewhat challenging to observe due to
a solvatochromic shift and broadening caused by hydrogen bond-
ing. These studies revealed a lifetime for IC of 154 ps, meaning that
O–H dissociation has sufficiently been hindered to enable this path-
way to be competitive (with O–H dissociation). An increase in EOH
from 0.1 eV for free O–H dissociation to 0.51 eV for O–H disso-
ciation when bonded via intermolecular hydrogen bond has been
calculated previously.26 This increased barrier height resulted in a
lifetime for O–H dissociation of 190 ps. This was broadly in agree-
ment with the previous literature in which the effect of intermolec-
ular hydrogen bonding was observed in phenol clusters in the gas-
phase.46 It was shown that hydrogen bonding causes the dissociative
S2 (1πσ∗) state to become bound at higher bond distances. This
work was based on calculations previously conducted on dimeric
water.26,47

Returning to present studies, when studying catechol in ace-
tonitrile at 5 mM, a concentration that we consider catechol to be
primarily monomeric, we observe a τ2 of 730 ps. This lifetime is sig-
nificantly longer than the lifetime of both IC and O–H dissociation
seen in 4-TBC at 5 mM in cyclohexane (see above). There are mul-
tiple factors that could be influencing the increase in τ2. The first
of which are the barriers along the reaction coordinates toward IC
and O–H bond dissociation (EIC and EOH , respectively), which must
be increasing in order for a lifetime of 730 ps to be observed. This
could be a consequence of energy level stabilization or destabiliza-
tion by the solvent/aggregate. To garner a quantitative picture, one
would need to theoretically determine the relative energy landscapes
associated with each of these processes as well as conduct target anal-
ysis of the TAS data. The latter was previously conducted by Grieco
et al. when studying these processes in 4-TBC when aggregated in
cyclohexane.26 This goes beyond the scope of the present study. Ulti-
mately, the slowing of these two processes has allowed two other
mechanisms to begin to compete. The first is an intersystem crossing
pathway, which is evidenced in Fig. 4 by the growth of an absorption
feature in the TAS around 350 nm which slopes across our entire
spectral window of our probe.20 This triplet state was also observed
by Horbury et al.; however, as discussed previously, it is likely that
they were observing an aggregated species. The second process is
fluorescence, which is also likely occurring, as discussed in Sec. I.
As can be seen in Fig. 4, the signal associated with the catechoxyl
radical absorption is almost not visible in this case owing to the
degree of competition from intersystem crossing, and fluorescence
(in addition to IC).

When observing aggregated catechol in acetonitrile, at 75 mM,
τ2 increases further to 1.7 ns. This is the same lifetime that was pre-
viously observed by Horbury et al. in 35 mM 4-TBC in acetonitrile.17

This is over double that of the monomeric species in acetonitrile. We

speculate that EIC is increasing, viewed through the aggregate taking
up a rigid structure which hinders the geometric rearrangement nec-
essary to approach the conical intersection geometry along the IC
reaction pathway. Naturally, this may also likely lead to an increase
in catechoxyl radical formation (which could explain the increased
radical signature seen in Fig. 4), fluorescence, and intersystem cross-
ing although we are unable to directly measure these quantum yields
from the present experimental setup.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have considered solvent effects on the lifetime

of the S1 state of catechol in solution drawing on (primarily) two
previous studies, as well as our present findings. Horbury et al. pre-
viously suggested that 4-TBC, a catechol mimic, existed in an open
conformer when in polar solvents and a closed conformer when in
nonpolar solvents or the gas-phase.17 We argue this is not the case by
showing that in acetonitrile, a polar solvent, catechol is in the closed
form. This was shown through a comparison of predicted vibra-
tional frequencies in explicitly modeled solvent allied with experi-
mental FTIR data. In the O–H stretch region (3200–3600 cm−1) of
the experimental FTIR spectrum of catechol in acetonitrile (5 mM),
there are two peaks with significant splitting, around 128 cm−1. This
was compared to frequency prediction with DFT using an explicit
solvent model. When considering the closed conformer, there were
two peaks predicted in the region of interest with an average splitting
of 120 cm−1; this matches well with what was observed experimen-
tally. The predicted frequencies of the open conformer still yield two
peaks predicted in the region of interest. They are, however, of a
very similar energy with an average splitting of 7 cm−1; we suggest
the closed conformer is the species present in acetonitrile. While it
has been shown by Huijser et al. that O–H dissociation in the cat-
echol moiety is not the primary decay pathway when considering
DHICA, it is still valuable when considering a bottom-up approach
to know the exact geometry of catechol in different solvents.48 The
existence of the closed form in DHICA in polar solvents will change
the way we view the structure of this important eumelanin building
block.

Given that the open vs closed dichotomy is not the cause of the
observed differences in the S1 lifetime of catechol in cyclohexane
and acetonitrile, we aimed to find other explanations. Grieco et al.
suggested that when aggregated, 4-TBC undergoes intermolecular
hydrogen bonding, the barrier along the O–H dissociation (EOH)
coordinate is significantly increased.26 This leads to an increase in
the time taken to undergo O–H dissociation (from 12 ps up to
190 ps) which allows IC to the ground state to occur as a compet-
ing mechanism. In acetonitrile at 5 mM, which we assume catechol
to be primarily monomeric, the lifetime observed for S1 of catechol
was 713 ps. From this, it is reasonable to suggest that both the IC path
and the O–H dissociation are retarded significantly by the change in
the solvent. When studying aggregated catechol (75 mM), the life-
time of the S1 state increases further still to around 1700 ps. We
suggest that aggregation disfavors IC, possibly due to a rigid struc-
ture decreasing the molecules ability to reach a geometric conical
intersection. This work has shown that explicit-solvent methodology
is key when calculating the vibrational frequencies of molecules
in interacting solvent. Combining this with highly complementary
steady-state and transient absorption spectroscopy enables us to gain
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key dynamical insights into how a prominent eumelanin building
block behaves when in polar, hydrogen bond accepting solvents both
as a monomer and as an aggregated species.

While this work was under review, Grieco et al. published a fur-
ther related work (Ref. 49), which addresses the effect of inter- and
intramolecular hydrogen bonding on the ultrafast photochemistry
of catechol. This was achieved through varying concentrations of
Et2O, resulting in three different hydrogen bonding arrangements.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

The supplementary material for this paper includes a fitted
time-zero artifact for the TEAS setup in acetonitrile solvent; a two-
dimensional plot of S0 energy of catechol with respect to the dihedral
angles of the two OH groups; calculated frequencies for catechol in
the open and closed conformer as calculated using both an implicit
solvent model and an explicit solvent shell; the starting geometries
for the two-solvent frequency calculations; the vibrational modes in
the O–H stretch region associated with the two-solvent frequency
calculations; and a representation of the three different types of
hydrogen bonding possible in the closed conformer of catechol in
acetonitrile; and a table of amplitudes for the fitted biexponential
functions described in Sec. III B.

The underlying data of this publication can be accessed via the
Zenodo Archive at DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.3241438.
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